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work requires vocal maturity and strength, but is certainly a fabulous program
addition.
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Horn 2021-03-01 (Instrumental
Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your favorite Star
Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16 favorite
selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing tracks that
make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are provided for
each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can
be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multifunctional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
Star Wars: The Secrets of the Jedi Marc Sumerak 2019-11-12 2020 IBPA
Awards Winner! Discover the world of Star Wars’ Jedi through this fun and
fully interactive reading experience. Join Jedi Master Luke Skywalker on a fully
interactive journey into the world of the Jedi. Discover the storied history of
this noble order of peacekeepers; explore the secrets of the Force; study the art
of mastering the lightsaber; and learn about the lives of some of the most
revered Jedi of all time, including Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin Skywalker.
Featuring amazing original illustrations and unique special features—including a
pop-up holocron, a translator card, a Jedi equipment booklet, pullouts, and
more—this book is the ultimate exploration of the Jedi and their incredible impact
on the galaxy.
Selections from Star Wars John Williams 1999 (Five Finger Piano Songbook).
Based on the fantastic series of Star Wars movies, these songs were carefully

Star Wars Episode I the Phantom Menace for John Williams 1999-07-01 These
great new arrangements from the John Williams movie score can be played alone,
or as duets or trios in any instrumental combination. Titles are: Anakin's Theme
* Augie's Great Municipal Band * Duel of the Fates * The Flag Parade * Jar Jar's
Introduction * Qui-Gon's Funeral * Star Wars (Main Theme).
Star Wars: Darth Vader by Greg Pak Vol. 2 Greg Pak 2021-06-22 "Contains
material originally published in magazine form as Star Wars: Darth Vader
(2020) #6-11." -- Copyright page.
John Williams for Beginning Piano Solo 2016-12-01 (Beginning Piano Solo
Songbook). 14 of Williams' most beloved themes from movies arranged so even
beginning pianists can sound great, including: Harry's Wondrous World * Hymn
to the Fallen * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) * Theme from "Jaws" *
Theme from "Jurassic Park" * Raiders March * Rey's Theme * Theme from
"Schindler's List" * Star Wars (Main Theme) * and more.
Selections from Star Wars for Recorder 2008-05 Written for easy recorder,
this book and recorder pack gives you everything you need to start playing
today! The book features big, easy-to-read notes, a beginner's guide to playing
the recorder, and a clear, simple introduction to reading music. Includes a red
recorder. Seven of the most well-known Star Wars themes and melodies are
included. Titles: Star Wars (Main Theme) * May the Force Be with You ("The
Force Theme") * The Imperial March ("Darth Vader's Theme") * Princess Leia's
Theme * Duel of the Fates * Yoda's Theme * The Throne Room.
Duel of the Fates (from Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace) John Williams
1999-12-27 Keith Christopher has done a beautiful job of creating a fantastic
arrangement of this dramatic fight theme from the John Williams' score for Star
Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace. The vocal lines within this orchestrated
score act as additional layers of sound for the overall effect of this piece. This
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selected and arranged by Robert Schultz at the five finger level. Included in the
folio are: Anakin's Theme * Augie's Great Municipal Band * Cantina Band * Duel
of the Fates * The Imperial March * Luke and Leia * Princess Leia's Theme * Star
Wars (Main Title) * Yoda's Theme. The songs "Anakin's Theme," "Augie's Great
Municipal Band" and "Duel of the Fates" are from Star Wars: Episode I The
Phantom Menace.
Star Wars Vol. 3 Charles Soule 2021-12-28 The hunt for Han! Chewbacca
has heard from an old friend with intelligence on the location of notorious
bounty hunter Boba Fett, who is in possession of the carbon-frozen body of Han
Solo. Along with Luke Skywalker, the loyal Wookiee sets off in search of his
lost friend, on an adventure to Nar Shadaa...better known as the Smuggler's
Moon! But this mission may prevent plucky astromech droid R2-D2 from passing
along a crucial message to Luke -- a message that will affect the fate of the
entire Jedi Order! The saga of Star Wars continues to surprise! COLLECTING:
Star Wars (2020) 13-18
Star Wars Songbook 2016-01-01 (Easy Guitar). 14 selections from all seven
Star Wars films, arranged and approved by John Williams for easy guitar.
Includes: Across the Stars * Cantina Band * Duel of the Fates * Han Solo and
the Princess * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) * The Jedi Steps and
Finale * Luke and Leia * March of the Resistance * May the Force Be with You *
Princess Leia's Theme * Rey's Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) * The Throne
Room (And End Title) * Yoda's Theme.
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Trumpet 2021-03-01 (Instrumental
Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your favorite Star
Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16 favorite
selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing tracks that
make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are provided for
each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can
be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multifunctional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
Star Wars for Beginning Piano Solo 2012-12-01 (Beginning Piano Solo). Piano
students will love these easy arrangements that will let them play the themes
they recognize from all of the Star Wars movies! Ten songs in all: Across the
Stars * Cantina Band * Duel of the Fates * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's
Theme) * Luke and Leia * May the Force Be with You * Princess Leia's Theme *
duel-of-the-fates
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Star Wars (Main Theme) * The Throne Room * Yoda's Theme.
Star Wars - Episode II John Williams 2002 (Piano Solo Songbook). Includes
eight pages of full-color photos from the movie and a pull-out souvenir poster!
Titles: Across the Stars (Love Theme from Star Wars : Episode II * The Arena *
Duel of the Fates (Featured Theme in "Return to Tatooine") * Imperial March
(Featured Theme in "Confrontation with Count Dooku and Finale") * May the
Force Be with You (Featured Theme in "Return to Tatooine") * The Meadow
Picnic * Star Wars (Main Title).
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Cello 2021-03-01 (Instrumental
Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your favorite Star
Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16 favorite
selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing tracks that
make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are provided for
each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can
be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multifunctional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
The Art of Star Wars: the Rise of Skywalker Phil Szostak 2019-12-20 The
official behind-the-scenes book of concept, production, and post-production art
for Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker. Go inside the creative process behind the
most anticipated film of the century. The latest trilogy in the Star Wars film
series brings the Skywalker Saga to a close and The Art of Star Wars: The Rise
of Skywalker will take readers into the creative process behind visualizing the
epic worlds, creatures, characters, costumes, weapons, and vehicles of the
landmark conclusion more than 40 years in the making.
"Star Wars": Episodes I, II & III John Williams The most popular pieces from
Episodes I, II & III are arranged for intermediate piano by Dan Coates. Titles: *
Star Wars (Main Title) * Duel of the Fates * Qui-Gon's Funeral * Augie's
Great Municipal Band * Across the Stars * The Imperial March * The Meadow
Picnic * May the Force Be with You * Princess Leia's Theme * Battle of the
Heroes * The Throne Roo
Selections from Star Wars® for Recorder John Williams 2008-05-19 Written
for easy recorder, this book features big, easy-to-read notes, a beginner's guide
to playing the recorder, and a clear, simple introduction to reading music. Seven
of the most well-known Star Wars themes and melodies are included. Titles: *
Star Wars (Main Theme) * May the Force Be with You ("The Force Theme") * The
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Imperial March ("Darth Vader's Theme") * Princess Leia's Theme * Duel of the
Fates * Yoda's Theme * The Throne Room (and End Title)
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Oboe 2021-03-01 (Instrumental
Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your favorite Star
Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16 favorite
selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing tracks that
make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are provided for
each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can
be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multifunctional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
The John Williams Easy Piano Anthology 2019-04-15 (Easy Piano Composer
Collection). Over 40 beautiful easy piano arrangements of beloved John
Williams themes, including: Theme from Angela's Ashes * Catch Me If You Can *
Theme from E.T. (The Extra-Terrestrial) * Harry's Wondrous World * Hedwig's
Theme * Hymn to the Fallen * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) * Theme
from Jaws * Theme from J.F.K. * Luke and Leia * March of the Resistance *
Olympic Fanfare and Theme * Raiders March * Rey's Theme * Scherzo for
Motorcycle and Orchestra * Theme from Schindler's List * Somewhere in My
Memory * Sophie's Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) * With Malice Toward None
* and more.
Star Wars - Ukulele 2016-04-01 (Ukulele). Now you can play John Williams'
masterpieces from the Star Wars franchise on the ukulele in this songbook
featuring notes and tab. Songs: Across the Stars * Cantina Band * Duel of the
Fates * Han Solo and the Princess * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) *
The Jedi Steps and Finale * Luke and Leia * March of the Resistance * May the
Force Be with You * Princess Leia's Theme * Rey's Theme * Star Wars (Main
Theme) * The Throne Room (And End Title) * Yoda's Theme.
Dueling Fates Stephanie M Allen 2020-06-30 In the world of Erez, three
kingdoms share a tentative peace. In the far west, Princess Isemay yearns for much
more than frilly dresses and etiquette classes. While her twin sister, Alena,
prepares for life as a monarch in a neighboring kingdom, Isemay roams the woods
with her loyal cheetah, hunting dagger strapped to her belt. It's only when two
surprising visitors arrive at the castle that Isemay must come to terms with her
royal future - and a secret magical heritage. Now engaged to the king of the
east, Isemay prepares for a position she never wanted. After saying good-bye to
duel-of-the-fates
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all that she loves, Princess Alena travels north in trepidation - fully prepared
to marry a spoiled prince she does not desire and usurp the throne from his insane
father who does not deserve it. But when tragedy strikes at her wedding
ceremony and she is wrongfully imprisoned, she can only hope that her hurried
plea for help will reach her father in time. Frantic to save her sister - and
against the wishes of her betrothed - Isemay joins the army sent to free Alena. A
mysterious encounter with a dragon in disguise leaves her with a warning that
her life is in danger - but can it save her from the battle to come?
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Trombone 2021-03-01
(Instrumental Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your
favorite Star Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16
favorite selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing
tracks that make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are
provided for each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the
book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a
multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
Coloring Book and Poster Collection DuelZl Coloring 2019-12-28 COLORING
BOOK COMBINE WITH POSTER COLLECTION (FULL COLOR PHOTO BOOK):
20 pages for coloring + 20 removable postersContent included:1/ Duel Of The
Fates Anakin Skywalker Movies2/ Duel Of The Fates Luke Skywalker Movies3/
Duel Of The Fates Mace Windu Movies4/ Duel Of The Fates Darth Maul
Movies5/ Duel Of The Fates Obiwan Kenobi Movies6/ Duel Of The Fates Quigon
Jin Movies7/ Duel Of The Fates Darth Vader Movies8/ Duel Of The Fates Yoda
Movies9/ Duel Of The Fates Yoda Movies10/ Duel Of The Fates Darth Vader
Movies11/ Duel Of The Fates Fascinating Metal Designed With Love Movies12/
Duel Of The Fates Highquality Metal Wall Art Meticulously Designed
Movies13/ Duel Of The Fates Fascinating Metal Designed Movies14/ Duel Of The
Fates Anakin Skywalker Movies15/ Duel Of The Fates Luke Skywalker
Movies16/ Duel Of The Fates Mace Windu Movies17/ Duel Of The Fates Darth
Maul Movies18/ Duel Of The Fates Obiwan Kenobi Movies19/ Duel Of The Fates
Quigon Jin Movies20/ Duel Of The Fates Darth Vader MoviesTAGs: film saga
alien bladerunner jawa droids r2 d2 spacecraft george lucas indiana jones lord
rings stormtrooper alternative funny underground stranger things iconic long
time ago in far away return princess poe dameron bb8 ewok ewoks endor wicket
movie pop culture popular works tumblr cute fandom animal prequel prequels
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trilogy dooku episode iii general grievous meme memes speech bubble text sidious
lightsaber palpatine code light saber blue silver side hilt sword weapon sticker
glow hot iv tatooine sun suns sunset vintage retro travel posters geek geeky
nerd nerdy rise ix rebel scum organa rebellion resistance not try lighsaber mateus
quandt cinema minimalist senate i am parody ytp dank dubbing palpy pappy no life
kill please aussie australian dub comedy scarnon scarnoncunce duel spin jump
fight top 10 dictators deja vu initial d animation edit scene lego take seat
popculture mashup mashed potato nikoby graphic wendys bantha burger power
maul emblem badge imperial knights order republic dark black sabre knight chewy
atat c3p0 may be with you use roger clonetrooper phase ii 2 clone war 66 say
vador darthmaul padme padawan galactic master qui gon jar binks kid kids boy
boys room decor nursery hoodies cool jabba hutt attack clones hipster droid
simple simplified design minimalistic friends shadow wookie milenium tosche station
scifi speeder stephen hartman converters tin sign grunge r2dr arts hello there
quotes lines game thrones cp30 juan jin phantom menace liam neeson taken 3
character and white comic actor william irish skull ink pointillism stippling dead
villain dot dots franchise fine art moleskine last viii g supreme silhouette phone
case laptop cover seagulls it now satire bad lip reading quote humour wisdom
girl father sea gulls infographic flat xwing movies sts pinteezy emperor hoth
naboo snoke first facade architecture background abstract building modern city
urban pattern exterior window glass wall view business office construction old
finance skyscraper sky style element commercial cityscape house street europe
greek structure landmark downtown contemary perspective reflection mosaic
metal isolated antique texture traditional ancient great glittering gleaming
glitter loop decorative trendy fancy fascinating elegant unique grid elements
pink sheets malakhova computer plant petals plants door spring captivating
nature cgi grey graphics metallic flowers anastasiya hard fractals flower
petal protection metalwork shades screen blooming bloom gate red summer
square shade big ipad psychedelic psychedelia psy kaleidoscope colorful sick
pulling spinning trance beautiful void mind acid rave club aliens eternity elephant
taurus fiddlesticks goa psytrance fluorescent island york america american
tourism shinnecock harbor fishing piece rusti
Star Wars Episode I: the Phantom Menace 1999-07 These great new
arrangements from the John Williams movie score can be played alone, or as
duets or trios in any instrumental combination. Titles are: Anakin's Theme *
Augie's Great Municipal Band * Duel of the Fates * The Flag Parade * Jar Jar's
Introduction * Qui-Gon's Funeral * Star Wars (Main Theme).
The Last Duel Eric Jager 2005 Presents a case of scandal, crime, and justice in
medieval France, where a Norman knight returns from Scotland and finds his wife
accusing an old friend and fellow courtier of raping her, leading to a battle to
duel-of-the-fates
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the death.
Star Wars for Organ 2016-05-01 (Organ Folio). A baker's dozen of John
Williams' masterful themes for Star Wars movies in grand arrangements for
organ: Across the Stars (Love Theme from Attack of the Clones ) * Cantina
Band * Duel of the Fates * Farewell and the Trip * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Luke and Leia * March of the Resistance * May the Force Be
with You * Princess Leia's Theme * Rey's Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) * The
Throne Room (And End Title) * Yoda's Theme.
Star Wars - Piano Duet Phillip Keveren 2013-12-01 (Piano Duet). 8
intergalactic arrangements of Star Wars themes for late intermediate to early
advanced piano duet, including: Across the Stars * Cantina Band * Duel of the
Fates * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) * Princess Leia's Theme * Star
Wars (Main Theme) * The Throne Room (And End Title) * Yoda's Theme.
Star Wars, A Musical Journey Episodes 1 4 Alfred Publishing Staff
2009-01-01 For the first time, Star Wars(R) A Musical Journey (Music from
Episodes I-VI): Instrumental Solos includes selections from all six Star
Wars(R) movies arranged for Flute, Clarinet, Alto Sax, Tenor Sax, Trumpet,
Horn in F, Trombone, Piano Accompaniment, Violin, Viola and Cello. The
arrangements are completely compatible with each other and can be played
together or as solos. Due to level considerations regarding keys and instrument
ranges, the wind instrument arrangements are not compatible with the string
instrument arrangements in this series. Each book contains a carefully edited part
that is appropriate for the Level 2--3 player and a fully orchestrated
accompaniment CD. Each song on the CD includes a demo track, which features a
live instrumental performance, followed by the play-along track itself. Also
included is 4-color art as well as black and white art from the movies. Titles:
Episodes I -- VI 1. Star Wars (Main Theme) Episode I: The Phantom Menace 2. Jar
Jar's Introduction 3. Augie's Great Municipal Band 4. Qui-Gon's Funeral 5. Duel
of the Fates 6. Anakin's Theme 7. The Flag Parade Episode II: Attack of the
Clones 8. Across the Stars 9. The Arena 10. The Meadow Picnic Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith 11. Battle of the Heroes Episode IV: A New Hope 12. Cantina
Band 13. The Throne Room Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back 14. The Imperial
March 15. May the Force be With You Episode VI: Return of the Jedi 16. Princess
Leia's Theme This title is available in SmartMusic.
On the Track Fred Karlin 2013-07-04 On the Track offers a comprehensive guide
to scoring for film and television. Covering all styles and genres, the authors,
both noted film composers, cover everything from the nuts-and-bolts of timing,
cuing, and recording through balancing the composer's aesthetic vision with the
needs of the film itself. Unlike other books that are aimed at the person
"dreaming" of a career, this is truly a guide that can be used by everyone from
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students to technically sophisticated professionals. It contains over 100
interviews with noted composers, illustrating the many technical points made
through the text.
The Girl Forged by Fate Brittany Czarnecki 2021-11-30 A betrayal nineteen
years in the making. Seventeen-year-old Ivy Blackbourne wants nothing more than
to become a knight and help defend her home from southern raiders, but her
father's law forbids it. King Magnus has his reasons for this law and will do
anything to protect his family, but it might be too late. The war has spread to
the kingdom of Godstone and Magnus is forced to send Ivy away for her
protection but also to begin her training. Ivy soon meets a boy named Finn, whose
past will links their fates together, and as their relationship grows so too does
the danger. King Magnus has been betrayed. His wife is being targeted and his son is
being hunted. Ivy soon finds herself fighting for her life trying to get back home,
but home is no longer safe. There is one man behind it all, and he'll stop at nothing
to get his revenge on the king who took everything from him. "The Girl Forged by
Fate" is perfect for fans of Sarah Henning's "The Princess Will Save You,"
Victoria Aveyard's "Realm Breaker," and George R.R. Martin's "A Game of
Thrones." Readers will fall into the action-packed fight scenes, cheer for a
budding romance, and be left with a vengeance in their heart with an ending they
never saw coming.
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Tenor Sax 2021-03-01
(Instrumental Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your
favorite Star Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16
favorite selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing
tracks that make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are
provided for each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the
book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a
multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
Star Wars for Classical Guitar 2016-05-01 (Easy Guitar). Now classical
guitarists can play 14 masterpieces from Star Wars with this collection,
including: Cantina Band * Duel of the Fates * Han Solo and the Princess * The
Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) * The Jedi Steps and Finale * March of the
Resistance * Princess Leia's Theme * Rey's Theme * Star Wars (Main Theme) *
Yoda's Theme * and more.
5 Finger Star Wars® John Williams 2008-10-22 Ten of the most memorable
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pieces from the Star Wars films have been arranged in traditional five-finger
style, with the melody split between the hands, and without key signatures in the
solo part. Starting hand positions are illustrated above each piece. Fingerings
that are outside the noted five-finger positions and those indicating a shift in
hand position are circled for easy identification. Dotted quarter notes, triplets
and sixteenth notes have been avoided. All of the melodic arrangements have
optional duet accompaniments created to achieve a fuller, richer musical
experience. Titles: * Across the Stars ("Love Theme") * Anakin’s Theme * Cantina
Band * Duel of the Fates * The Imperial March ("Darth Vader’s Theme") * Luke
and Leia * May the Force Be with You ("The Force Theme") * Princess Leia’s
Theme * Star Wars ("Main Title") * Yoda’s Theme.
John Williams: Fantasy of Flight (Medley): Featuring "Adventures on Earth,"
"Hedwig's Theme," "Duel of the Fates" and "Star Wars (Main Title)" John
Williams 2002-11-01 From dynamic and forceful to melodic and flowing,
Robert W. Smith has chosen four exciting John Williams tunes that are
reminiscent of flight. Included are Adventures on Earth, from E.T. (The ExtraTerrestrial), Hedwig's Flight from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Duel
of the Fates from Star Wars Episode One (The Phantom Menace) and Star Wars
(Main Title). A grandiose collection indeed! (6: 44)
Star Wars Episode I: the Phantom Menace John Williams 1999-07-01 These
great new arrangements from the John Williams movie score can be played alone,
or as duets or trios in any instrumental combination. Titles are: Anakin's Theme
* Augie's Great Municipal Band * Duel of the Fates * The Flag Parade * Jar Jar's
Introduction * Qui-Gon's Funeral * Star Wars (Main Theme).
Star Wars After Lucas Dan Golding 2019 A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far
away--way back in the twenty-first century's first decade--Star Wars seemed
finished. Then in 2012 George Lucas shocked the entertainment world by selling
the franchise, along with Lucasfilm, to Disney. This is the story of how, over the
next five years, Star Wars went from near-certain extinction to what Wired
magazine would call "the forever franchise," with more films in the works than
its first four decades had produced.
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Mallet Percussion 2021-03-01
(Instrumental Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your
favorite Star Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16
favorite selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing
tracks that make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are
provided for each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the
book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a
multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
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and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
Star Wars Phillip Keveren 2017-11-28 (Piano Solo Songbook). A dozen Star
Wars classics penned by John Williams and masterfully arranged here by Phillip
Keveren for piano solo, including: Across the Stars * Battle of the Heroes *
Cantina Band * Duel of the Fates * The Imperial March (Darth Vader's Theme) *
Luke and Leia * March of the Resistance * Princess Leia's Theme * Rey's Theme *
Star Wars (Main Theme) * Throne Room and Finale * Yoda's Theme.
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Alto Sax 2021-03-01
(Instrumental Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your
favorite Star Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16
favorite selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing
tracks that make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are
provided for each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the
book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a
multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
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changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
Star Wars - Instrumental Play-Along for Flute 2021-03-01 (Instrumental
Play-Along). Play along with full accompaniments to your favorite Star
Wars songs! This collection features solo arrangements of 16 favorite
selections from all nine films in this epic series with excellent backing tracks that
make you sound like a pro! Demonstration and backing tracks are provided for
each song. Audio is accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can
be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include PLAYBACK+, a multifunctional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without
changing pitch, set loop points to master those challenging parts, change keys,
and pan left or right. Includes: Across the Stars * Ahch-To Island * Battle of
the Heroes * Duel of the Fates * The Forest Battle * The Imperial March (Darth
Vader's Theme) * Rey's Theme * The Rise of Skywalker * Star Wars (Main Theme)
* and more.
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